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The McCabe saga continues as the men of the ranch embark on a cattle drive. Charles is left in

charge of the ranch, but when a would-be assassin takes the women captive, Charles finds he has

to make some hard choices, and his life will never be the same.
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I think it's impossible for Brad Dennison to write a bad book. A lot of series authors have novels

somewhere in the series that bog down...not Dennision. The well doesn't seem to run dry. He is,

without a doubt a master wordsmith and an absolute genius in fleshing out his characters. You feel

as if you know them personally and I found myself talking to them...I wonder if Brad does too, when

he's writing?I sometimes consider myself part of the McCabe family, just hope I don't piss off Aunt

Ginny though.Just keep the McCabe saga coming, pilgrim. You have a fan.Ken Farmer - Author of

The Nation series.

Probably one of the most interesting western novels I have ever read. Plenty of action and that is



just in the first few pages. Having read authors of much greater renown, I would suggest Brad

Dennison as equal to or better than the very best. This, along with the first four of The McCabes

series keeps your interest at such a level I did not want to quit until finished.The only problem I have

with Mr. Denison's books is the poor editing, especially in this fifth book. It is a rare page that does

not not have errors of pronoun (he vs. she), tense (past vs. present), plurality vs. singular, repetitive

phrase or disjointed or duplicate phrasing. As I said, poor editing.Still, I look forward to reading the

other books in The McCabes series and other books by Mr. Dennison.

the characters involved could not be represented in any different perspective. Author Dennison has

done an exceptional job in his dramatization of the old west and his descriptive methods of each

and every individual character makes me feel as if I a part of their endeavors. I encourage each and

every person that loves true old western romances to not miss this series, as you will never feel the

old west as well described as these books fulfill every readers desires and needs!

Brad Dennison is a great author. He truly knows the old west and can bring it to life. This is the fifth

book in the series. I have enjoyed them all and each one keeps me hooked. Once I start reading

one, I can't seem to put it down until I am finished. While waiting for a new release, I often find

myself rereading the series.I think these would make a great weekly television series.If you like

westerns this is definitely a series of books to read. I hope Mr. Dennison keeps writing several more

books for this series.

Once again, I really enjoyed the storyline. However, there were too may errors to overlook. In fact, I

became very frustrated as I had to to re- read sections to make sure I didn't miss something. There

were extra words , wrong pronouns, and wrong people at times (Johnny rides off with Zack but then

he talks to Joe). I enjoyed the book but I can't give it anymore stars with that many mistakes.

I really enjoy the McCabe series, even though some things seem a bit improbable. I would bet race

discrimination was greater even if it was the old west. This book seemed to have more errors in it

than the previous ones in the series, which seems to be quite common for ebooks. Why can't they

proofread? The series is fast paced, which I like for the most part.

BD has written the 5th novel of the Montana McCabe Clan. A trail drive is made and during the

process an arch enemy decides to have the trail herd destroyed and as many McCabes with as they



can. The trail herd ud scattered and some men are wounded but the drive is made. This is an

excellent read for the genre..... ER

I only wish I could have all the book's by Brad Dennison. Just can't afford many more at a time,

keep up the good work.Thanks Bubba Sharp Sr
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